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ABSTRACT 
In this article a system of semilinear elliptic partial differential equations is studied. This system 
determines the equilibria of the Volterra-Lotka equations describing prey-predator interactions with 
diffusion. To analyze the system, a new monotone scheme is presented. A rigorous foundation is 
given for numerical calculations by adapting a suitable Finite difference method to the new mono- 
tone scheme. Earlier theories in finite differences are not successful in solving the system without 
this scheme. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [7], the boundary value problem 
n"(x) +u(x) [a  - bu(x) - cv(~)] = 0 
v"Cx) +v(~)  [e +fu(~)  - g~Cx)] = 0 
a<x<~ (1.1) 
u(a) = u(~) = v(a) = v(~) = 0 
is studied under the assumptions that a, b, c, e, f, g, are 
positive parameters satisfying : 
c f< gb, (A1) 
(def') 1r2 
e > )'1 -- (A2) (~-a) 2 
a> ~ (X 1 + ~)  (A3) 
Here X = k I is the first eigenvalue for the boundary value 
problem w"(x) +Xw(x) = 0, a < x </3, w(a) = w(//) = 0. 
The system considers spatial equilibrium for prey-pre- 
dator interaction of Volterra-Lotka type, (cf. e.g. [2], 
[3], [5], [6], [8], [9], [10]). This article considers the 
discrete version of the problem. The purpose of this in- 
vestigation is two-fold. Firstly, many biological popula- 
tions live in discrete patches; econdly, we present rigor- 
ons  foundations for numerical calculations for the system 
(1.1) by means of finite difference method and a suitable 
monotone scheme. Numerical computations lead to 
partial answers to some unanswered questions raised in 
[7], and also suggest some new interesting problems or 
conjectures. 
It was proved in [7] that i fc or fis reduced to small 
enough magnitude (i.e. cf.~ gb), there is a unique solu- 
tion (u,v) with the property that u(x) > 0, v(x) > 0 for 
¢ < x </~. Such a pair will be called a coexistence state. 
Otherwise, we have existence of such solutions under 
assumptions (A1-A3). The general uniqueness question 
remained unanswered. Monotone sequences of functions 
were constructed which converge to u*, u. ,  v*, v., so 
that all positive solutions (u,v) of (1.1) will satisfy 
u. ~ u~gu*,v.  ~v~v* .  
In this article we consider the discrete version of (1.1). 
Let h = N- l~-a) ,  x k = a+N -1 k(~-a), k = 0 ..... N. 
The values U(Xk), V(Xk) will be respectively approxi- 
mated by uN, k, VN, k, k = 0 ..... N, with UN, 9 = UN, N 
= VN, 0 = VN, N = 0. The second erivative will be re- 
placed by the operator Ah where 
-2 
AhUN, k = h N [UN, k-1 -2UN, k + UN,k+ 1] 
for k = 1 ..... N-1. The hypotheses (A2), (A3) will be 
respectively replaced by 
~r 2 2(1-cos ~)N (def) X(N) 
e> = 
~-a)  2 
a~> gb +c_e) 
gb-c f  (X(N) g- 
~r 2 
- -X1 as N ~oo Note that ;k(N) ~ (15-a)2 
(~*) 
(h3*) 
After some preliminary lemmas in section 2 for differ- 
ence equations associated with scalar elliptic equations, 
we will construct, in section 3, numerically computable 
sequences u(iN)~, v(i)N,k' k = 0 . . . . .  1 ..... N, i = 1, 2, Their 
piecewise linear extension~. 
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u(~ ) (x )= (i) , , -1 ,  x - ' /u  (i) u (i) 
UN,k'VnN kx- N,k/X N ,k+l -  N,k j' 
v(~)(x) = v (i) +h- l ' x  x - ~'v (i) v (i) 
N,k N x - N,k/~ N ,k+l -  N,k )' 
XN k ~ x ~ x~q k+l  k = 0 ..... N-1 will have the proper- 
ty th'at lira u~')'(x)-" ='u (i) (x), ~ v~)(x)" = v (i) (x) 
N.-~o N--~o 
uniformly for a <~ x ~ 3. Further subsequences of 
u(i)(x), v(i)(x) with odd or even indices will converge to 
u. ,  u*, v.,  v*, which serve as upper and lower bounds 
for u, v as described above. These properties will be 
described, more precisely in section 4. Consequendy, 
the sequences u(~!k, v(~!k are useful for approximating 
positive solutions of (1.1). If calculations indicate that 
u,  m u* or v, m v* one might conjecture the uniqueness 
of positive solution of the problem. 
In section 5, numerical computations of the sequences 
described in the last paragraph are given for various 
choices of the parameters a,b, c, e, f, g. One obtains 
examples where u* ~ u.  and v* ~ v. without cf ~ gb. 
Moreover, even if (A2) is relaxed, computation by our 
scheme indicates existence and uniqueness of a coexist- 
ence state. So far, computational experiments have not 
found any case where two coexistence states exist, under 
assumptions (A1) to (A3). 
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS FOR THE SCALAR CASE 
We will need the following basic lemmas and theorems 
for the scalar case in order to treat the system (1.1) in 
the later sections. Let N ~ 2 be a positive integer, 
= ~-~,  x k = a+kh N, k = 0 ..... N; and consider the h N 
discrete version for the problem 
w"(x) + w[p(x)-qw] = 0, 0 < x </3, w(a) = w(/3) = 0 : 
AhWN,k+WN,k[Pk- qwN,k] = 0, k = 1 ..... Y-1 (2.1) 
WN, 0 = WN, N = 0 
-2 - + 
where AhWN, k = h N (WN,k+ 1-2WN, k WN,k_ 1), Pk = P(Xk)" 
For this section, N will be fixed; hence we will abbreviate 
WN, k, h N respectively as w k, h~,for the remaining part of 
section 2. Grid functions {Wk}~= 0 . .  will be denoted sim- 
ply by w. As in the differential equation case, we define 
a grid function ~ to be an upper solution for problem 
(2.1) if it satisfies :
Ah~k +¢k[Pk - q~k] ~ 0, k = 1 ..... N-1 ; (2.2) 
¢0' CN ~> 0. 
A grid function 1/I is a lower solution for (2.1) if it satis- 
fies 
Ah~0k +~k[Pk - q~k]~ 0, k = 1 ..... N - l ;  (2.3) 
~0, ~N < 0. 
Lemma 2. I 
Suppose that q> 0 and pk > O, k=l  .... ,N-1. Then the 
grid function ¢ with ~k = P[q' k = 0 ..... N is an upper 
solution for (2.1). Here ~ = max Pk" 
Proof 
+¢k[Pk-qPk]  = a E [Pk-P-]~ 0, k = 1 ..... N-1. Ah~k 
Furthermore, ~0 = ~N = P/q > 0. 
Lemma 2.2 
Suppose that q > 0 and 
r = min Pk - 2h-2 (1 -cos N) > 0. 
l~k~<N-1 
Then for any 6 such that 0 < ~ ~ r/q, the grid function 
(xk-a)lr kcr 
with ~k=6s in  (3-a) -6  s in~-,  k= 0 ..... Nis a 
lower solution for (2.1). Note : 2h -2 (1- cos ~) = X(N), 
Proof 
We notice that ~0 = ~N = 0. We have for k = 1 ..... N-1 : 
Ah~ k + ~k[Pk-q~k]  
=5 {[sin ~ -  2sin" k~rN_ +sin ~ ] h  -2 +PkS in~ 
• 2klr~ -q6  sm ~--S 
• ku 2 • ku - 1) + Pk-  q8 sm ~--) = 6 sm ~-[~ (cos u 
The last expression on the right above is >/0 if 
0<6 ~<r/q. 
Lemma 2.3 
Assume all conditions concerning q, Pk' r and 6 in lemma 
2.1 and 2.2. Let ~ be an arbitrary upper solution for 
(2.1), then there exists a grid function w which is a 
solution of (2.1) such that : 
6 sin-k~---< Wk ~ ~k , k= 0 ..... N. 
Proof 
Let ~2 be a nonnegative number satisfying 
f~ > 2q max. ~ min. . The functions 
l~kC~q-1 k - l~k~- I  Pk 
fk(W) = w(Pk-qw ) +fZw will then be increasing functions 
of w for 0 g w g max ~ , each k = 1 ..... N-1. 
lgkgN-1  k 
Define the transformation T by : z k = (TY)k, k = 0 ..... Ni l  
(Ah-~2)z k = -zk[Pk - qz k +fZ], k = 1 ..... N - l ,  (2.4) 
z0=ZN=0 
We observe that T is well defined since the matrix 
h2(Ah - f~) is nonsingular with all its eigenvalues lying 
in the interval (-4 -2~2h 2, -2~2h2). By using the proper- 
ty that fk is increasing and the maximum principle for 
the operator Ah-~2, we can show in the usual manner 
TIS monotone : f fykv l )~y( ) ,  k = 0 ,~ ,n ..... N, then that 
(Ty(1))k~ (Ty(2))k, (see e.g. [1]). Further, if we define 
for k = 0 ..... N, z(kl~ = (T~) k and z(~ +1)= (Tz(i))k ,
i = 1,2 .... we can show by the usual manner that 
• klr z~l) ~ ~k,  
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for k = 0 .... ,N. As i-+oo, z(~ ) -~w k, as stated. 
Theorem 2.1 (Uniqueness) 
Let q and Pk satisfy the conditions in lemma 2.1. Then 
there is a unique solution of (2.1) with the property that 
Wk~ 0 for k = 1 ..... N-1. 
Proof 
Suppose that (2.1) has two different solutions, u, v with 
the property stated. Up to a switch of the roles of u and 
v, there must exist integers I, J with 
0~I -1< I~ J  < J+ l  ~N,  such that 
vi_ 1 gUi_ l ;  Vk>Uk>0, k=I  ..... J; v j+ 1 g u j+ 1. (2.5) 
J 
From the identity k~_l Uk(Vk+ 1- 2v k +Vk_ 1) = 
J 1 
uj+ 1 (vj+ 1 -vj) -u i (v  I -vI_ l)  - k~=i (Uk+l-Uk) (Vk+l-Vk), 
and using equation (2.1) for v, we have : 
h-2[Uj+l(Vj+ 1- vj) - ui(v I - Vi_l) 
J 
- kZ__l (Uk+ 1 - Uk)(Vk+ 1 - Vk) 1 (2.6) 
J J 2 
=-  • PkUkVk+q Z uLv k. 
k=I k=I r. 
Interchange the roles o fu  and v in (2.6) to obtain a similar 
equation, and from it, subtract equation (2.6) to deduce : 
vjuj+ 1 + viui_ 1- vj+ luJ- UiVl_ 1 
j (2.7) 
Z vLuL(m.-vL)< O. =h2qk=I  ~" " " " 
The last inequality above is true by means of (2.5). On 
the other hand, (2.5) also implies that : 
vjuj+l +vluI-1- Vj+l uj- uivi_ 1 
vjv j+ I + vivi_ 1 -v j  +1 uj -u  I vi_ I (2.8) 
= Vj+l(V J -uj)+ Vl_l(V I -Ul) ~ 0 
From (2.7) and (2.8), we have a contradiction. 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF MONOTONE SEQUENCES 
In this section, we first prove a comparison lemma, by 
means of which we will construct monotone sequences 
. . . . .  (2n) (2n+1) (2n) (2n+1) 
o tgna  xuncuons UN, k, UN, k , VN, k, VN, k , 
n = 1, 2 ..... k = 1 ..... N. These grid functions will con- 
verge to the solutions of(1.1) or their bounds, as N-*** 
and n-~.o. We recall that we assume (A2*) and (A3*) 
for all N under consideration. 
Lemma 3.1 (Comparison) 
Let ~!1)> £!2) > X(N) for each k -- 1 ..... N-1. For 
g g 
i - - l ,2 ,1etw (i) - -w  (i) =0,  w (i) k= l  ..... N - lbe  
N,0 N,N N,k' 
positive numbers atisfying 
A w (i) +w (i) ¢~(i) ~w(i) i h N,k N,kt k -v N,k j=0 (3.1) 
for k = 1 ..... N-1. tHere, p is a positive constant). Then 
W(Nl!k ~ w (2) for each k =0 ..... N. N,k 
Proof 
The function ZN, k = w(1 ) , - -  k =0 ..... N is an upper  
solution for the problem :
AhZN,k+ZN,k[£(k2) - pZN,k] = 0, k = 1 ..... N-1 (3.2) 
ZN, 0 = ZN, N = 0. 
Furthermore, ZN, k = 8 sin klr is a lower solution for B-- 
(3.2). By lemma 2.3 there exists a solution ZN,k = WN, k 
to the boundary value problem (3.2) with 
sin k~r... ~ ~ (1) ~ ~ N,k WN, k, k = 0 ..... N. Consequently, 
~VN,k> 0 for k = 1 ..... N - l ,  and by theorem 2.1 we 
have~ -u  (2) k -0  ..... N. N,k--  N,k' - 
now construct sequences u(iN/k ,~  v (i) i - 1, 2, We N,k' - "'" 
which have subsequences converging monotDnically. 
Fi tletq/ k-- >0 ,  k- -1 ..... N-lsa fy 
A u (1) +u (1) /a bu (1) ' = 0, k = 1 ..... N - l ;  (3.3) 
h N,k N,k ~ - N,k / 
UN,0 = UN,N =_.0. (Such solution exists by theorem 2.1). 
Similarly, let v~:  k > O, k =1 ..... N-1 satisfy 
A v (1) +v  (1) /e+fu  (1) - (1 )~=0 (3.4) 
h N,k N,k ~ N,k - S'N,k/ 
with v (1) v (1) - 0. 
N,0 = N,N - 
Lemraa 3.2. 
(1) 1 For each k = 0 ..... N, VN,k < c- [a - ~k(N)]. 
Proof 
lemma 2.3 and theorem 2.1 we have U~!k g a/b. By 
Hence, by (3.4), lemma 2.3 and theorem 2.1 again, we 
1 a have vCN  g k = 0 . . . . .  However, hypothesis 
(A3*) implies that a -X (N)> s c (e+f~).  This proves 
the lernma. 
For i=  2,3 ..... we now define U(N].k-'" ~> 0, "'V~)k ~ 0, for 
k = 1 ..... N - l ,  inductively as follows : 
A h u(i)N,k +u(i)N,k "a - bu(~!k - cv(~.~)) = 0 
A- v (i) +v  (i) 'e +f , ( i )  _ ( i )  , = 0 (3.5) 
h N,k N,k ~ "N,k-  S'N,W 
u(i)N,0 = u(i)N,N-- v(i)N,0 = V~!N = 0. They will be seen to 
be well defined below. 
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/,emma 3.3. 
For each i = 1,2 ..... we have 0 < u(~l")k ~< u*(1 !-' "'" " -  t . K 
0< v(~!k~ v(Nl?k for k = 1 ..... N-1. S'uch u~,'k and v(~),k 
are uniquely defined. 
Proof 
The hmma is dearly true for i = 1. Assume that it is 
true for i = j -1 .  We have a cv(J-1)~ a cv (1) which is 
- N ,k  - N,k 
> ),(N), for k = 0 ..... N, by lemma 3.2. Therefore, com- 
with lower solution ~sin ~-~, for small ~ > paring 0, we 
AN 
see that u (j) > 0, k=l  ..... N-1. Lemma 3.1 also implies N,k 
that u~) b ~ u~ ) ,  k =1 ..... N-1. Again comparing with 
the low"er s°luti°n 8sin ~ (small/~ > 0), utilizing the 
second equation in (3.5) with i = j, we see that v~) k,,, > 0 
for k = 1 ..... N-1. Since u (j) ~< u (1) we compare the N,k N,k' 
two equations which v(J) k and V(1N,k) satisfiy by means of 
lemma 3.1, and conclude that v (j) <~ v (1) The fact that N,k N,k" 
u(iN),k-- v(iN),k-- are uniquely defined is a consequence of  
theorem 2.1. 
We will next observe some order relations among the 
sequencesu (i) v (i) i=  1,2 .... N,k' N,k' 
Lemraa 3.4 
For each nonnegative integer i, the following are true : 
(2i+2)j  (2i44)~ (2i+3)~ (2i+1) 
UN'k ~UN'k ~UN'k ~'UN'k ' (3.6) 
(2i+2)/  (2i+4)~< (2i+3)... (2i+1) 
VN,k ~ VN,k ~ Vl;q,k ~" VN,k 
for each k = 0 ..... N. 
Proof 
We first consider the case when i = 0. Using the com- 
parison lemma 3.1 and the equations which the func- 
tions satisfy, we deduce the following inequalities in 
order:u (3) gu  (1) v (3) ~v  (1) u*(2! ~u (4) 
N,k N,k' N,k N,k" r~,g N,k' 
v (2) ~ v (4) k = 0,1 ..... N. Then, using the fact that N,k N,k' 
u(2)N,k ~ u(1)N,k' we deduce in the same way that 
v (2) ~; v (1) u (2) ~ u (3) v (2) ~ v (3) u(4) ~ u (3) 
N,k N,k' N,k N,k' N ,k  N,k' N,k N,k' 
v (4) ~ V(N3!k . Inequalities (3.6) are thus true for i = 0. N,k 
Assume that (3.6) are true for i = j - l ,  using the above 
method an d V(N2!) ~ V(N2!~ 2), we deduce the following in 
• (2j+3)~ (2j+1) .(2j+3)~ (2j+1) 
order : "N ,k  ~ UN~ ' "N,k ~ VN,k ' 
U(N2!l~'2), U(N2!k'V4 ), V(N2!;2)" V(N2Jk+4 ). Then. using 
"2) < 1), we deduce the fonowmg in order: 
(2j+2)~ (2j+1), (2j+2)~ (2j+3) (2j+2)~ (2j+3) 
VN, k ~-VN, k ,UN, k ~UN, k ,VN, k ~VN, k , 
u(Ej+4) ~.  (2j+3) v(Ej+4) ~ v(2j+3) 
N,k "N,k ' N,k N,k " 
CAll inequalities are true for k = 0 ..... N). 
Lemma 3.4 clearly implies that 0 -~< U(N2!k ~ u (N4,)k ~ U(N6,)k ~.< ... 
~<u(5! ~<u(3! ~u (1) and0~v (2) ~<v (4) ~<v(6! ~< 
N,k N,k N,k' N,k N,k N,k "'" 
~< v (5) ~ v(3! ~ v ( l ! ,  for k = 0 ,1  . . . . .  N. 
N,k N,k N,k 
Using results of section 4, we will see that the piecewise 
linear extensions of u (i). and v (i). will tend to u(i)(x) 
INI,K IN,K 
and v(i)(x) as N~oo. The u(i)(x) and v(i)(x) will be 
solutions of the corresponding continuous versions of 
(3.3) to (3.5) for a~ x~ 3, with homogenous boundary 
data. In [7], the functions u(i)(x), v(i)(x) were found to 
satisfy 0 ~ u(2)(x)~< u(4)(x)~ u(6)(x)~... 
~< u(5)(x) ~ u(3)(x) ~< u(1)(x), 0 ~< v(2)(x)~ v(4)(x) ~v(6)(x) ~ 
~< v(5)(x) ~< v(3)(x) <~ v(1)(x). Moreover, if we let 
lim u(2n)(x) = u.(x)~< u*(x) 
n ~  
= lim u(2n+l)(x), lim v(2n)(x) = v.(x)~< v*(x) 
n ~  n ~  
= lim v(2n+l)(x), the positive solutions (u, v) of the 
n ~  
boundary value problem (1.1) were found to satisfy 
u .~ u~u* ,  v. ~v<~v* for all a~ x<~3. 
4. CONVERGENCE TO SOLUTIONS OF DIFFEREN- 
TIAL EQUATIONS 
In this section, we first prove some convergence proper- 
ties of solutions of finite difference quations as N--~o 
(or h-~0). We consider AhWN,k+ f(ZN,k,WN,k ) = 0, 
where ZN, k is an independent function with some con- 
vergence properties. The important result is theorem 
4.1. This theorem is then used in theorem 4.2 to prove 
that all,grid functions constructed by the scheme in 
section 3 will converge as N-~... By means of this we 
can approximate solutions of (1.1). 
Let f : g2-+ R be a continuously differentiable function 
satisfying ft.,0) = 0. For each positive integer N~ 3, 
let ZN, k, k= 0,1 ..... N denote a set of real numbers 
with the properties : 
Ih~.~,, (ZN,k+ 1 -ZN,k)[ ~ L, for each k = 0,1 ..... N-l, 
(P1) 
where h N = ~-~, and L is a positive constant independ- 
ent of N; 
ZN, 0 = ZN, N = 0; and (P2) 
the piecewise linear extensions ~N(X), (P3) 
-1  
~N(X) = .Zy, k + h N (x - XN,k) (ZN,k+ 1- ZN,k), 
XN,k~ xg  XN,k+ 1 for k = 0 ..... N- l ,  where 
Xy, k = a + N - lk(3-a) ,  satisfy ~N(X)-+ z(x), uniformly 
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for ¢ ~ x ~ 3, as N-~ oo, (here z(x) is some real function 
for a~x~3) .  
For each positive integer N ~ 3, let w .  N.,k , k = 0,...,N be 
a set of real numbers with the propemes : 
(WN,k+ I- 2WN,k+WN,k_l)hN2+ f(ZN,k,WN,k ) = 0, 
for k = 1 ..... N-l; (H1) 
WN, 0 = WN, N = 0; (H2) 
~ max M, where M and 5 are positive con- O~g~k~ wN ,k ~ 
stants independent ofN; and 0 ~ rain w,,~ k. (H3) 
Lerama 4.1. 
Let ZN, k and WN,k, N~ 3, k = 0,1 ..... N be sets of real 
numbers atisfying properties (Pl)- (P3) and (HI)- (H3) 
-1 
respectively. Let mN, k = h N (WN,k+ 1-wN,k), for 
k ~- 0,1 ..... N-1. Then there exists a number L1 indepen- 
dent ofk  and N such that ImN,kl~ L 1. 
Theorem 4.1. 
Let z(x) be the continuous function described in (P3) 
above. Suppose that the boundary value problem : 
w"(x) +ff~(x), Wcx)] = 0 for a< x < ~ (4.1) 
wCa) = w(~) = 0 
has a unique nontrivial nonnegative solution 
w(x)/> 0, a ~ x ~ ~. Then the piecewise linear extension 
~N(X), 
-1 
¢VN(X ) = WN,k+h N (x - XN,k) (WN,k+ 1 - WN,k) 44.2) 
XN, k ~ x ~ XN,k+ 1 , k = 0 ..... N- l ,  will satisfy :
@N(X) ~ w(x), uniformly for a~ x~ 3, as N~oo. 
(Here WN,k, ZN, k are numbers atisfying (H1) - (H3) ,  
(P1) - (P3) above respectively). In particular, given any 
e> 0, there exists N(e), such that 
x 
[WN, k -  W(XN,k)[< e for k = 0,1 ..... N 
if N ~ ~(e). 
Proof of lemma 4.1 
Multiplying the k-th equation in (H1) by WN, k and 
summing k from 1 to N- l ,  we obtain 
N-1 -1 
WN,kh N (mN,k- mN,k-l) k=l 
N-.1 (4.3) 
+ k_Z._lWN,k f(ZN,k,WN,k) ---- 0 
N-1 -1 
However ~ WN0kh N (mN,k-mN,k_l) 
k-1 
-1 N-2 
= hN [WN'N-1 mN'N-1 - k~l  mN'k(WN'k+l- wN'k) 
N-1 2 
-WN,lmN,0] = - ~ mN k' so 44.3) can be rewritten as 
k=0 , 
N-I 2 N-I 
Z m N k = Z WN, k f(ZN,k, WN,k). (4.4) 
k-0 , k=l 
= rain ImN,kl. (4.4) implies that Let mN,k0 0~k~N-1 
2 
N.mN,k0 ~ (N-1)M C (4.5) 
where M is described in (H3) and C is the maximum of 
If(u,v)l as (u,v) ranges over a compact set containing 
all possible values of (ZN, k, WN,k). (Note that (P3) 
implies that ZN, k is uniformly bounded for all N,k in- 
volved). Ine uq~ty (4.5) dearly shows that 
ImN,k01 < x/M C. Let i be an integer with k0< i< N. 
We have 
i 
ImN,i- mN,k01 = I k=k0+l~ (mN,k- mN,k-1)[ 
i 
= {-hN k ~0+1 f(zN'k'wN'= k)l ~ hN(i-k0)C< (b-a)C. 
Consequently [mN,il ~ ImN,k01 + (b-a)C < X/-M~ + (b-a)C 
Similarly, we can obtain a uniform bound for ImN,it, 
with 0 ~ i < k 0. This proves the lemma. 
Proof of theorem 4.1 
Hypothesis (HI) can be rewritten as 
-1 
h N (mN,k- mN,k_l) = -f(ZN,k,WN,k), 
for k = 0 .... ,N-1. We extend raN, k in a piecewise 
linear way : 
rhN(X ) = mN, k - (X-XN,k) f(ZN, k+l,WN, k+l) (4.6) 
for XN,k~ xg  XN,k+ 1, k = 0 ..... N-2, and 
rhN(X ) = mN,N_ 1 (4.7) 
for XN,N_ 1 ~ x~ XN, N = ~. We will now show that the 
• A OO ^ 
sequences of functions {WN(X)}N= 1 and {mN(X)}N= 1 
are equicontinuous and uniformly bounded on a g x ~ ~. 
d@ 
Clearly, ~-~ = mN, k for XN,k< x < XN,k+ 1 , 
k = 0,...,N-1. Hence [@~(x)-rhN(X)l ~ C h N a.e. 
(where Cis the bound for f as described in the proof of 
last lemma). Together with the fact that rhN(X ) are 
uniformly bounded for all N, a~ x~ (due to the 
pre~ous lemma), we conauae that {~'N}~=I is
equicontirmous. Hypothesis (H3) dearly implies that 
^ OO 
{WN}N= 1is uniformly bounded. Moreover, 
^ X • 
w (x) = @ (t)dt, andhence ct~ N f0  N. ! for x g 3, we have 
I@N(X )- faraN(t)dt l( f~ChNdt~ChN~-a ) (4.8) 
For the sequence {rhN}N=l, we observe that from (4.6) 
we have 
rh~ (x) -- - f( ZN, k+l' WN ,k+l ) (4.9) 
for XN,k<~ x< XN,k+ 1, k - 0 ..... N-2. However 
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[~N(X ) - WN,k+l[ = I(X-XN,k)mN,k- hNmN,kl 
mN,khN; and hypothesis (P1) implies that 
-1 
[~N(X) - ZN,k+l[ = [h N (ZN,k+l - ZN,k)[(X-XN,k) -hN]] 
Lh N. Consequently, for XN, k < x < XN,k+l, k = 0 ..... 
N-2, (4.9) gives 
[rh~q(x) +f[~N(X),fVN(X)] [ ~ K ILhN+K2L lh  N (4.10) 
K1,K 2 are respectively the bounds for [~[,  ~f [  where 
over a compact set containing all possible range of 
[£N(X), ~N(X)]. For XN,N_f< x< XN~ q = 8, we have 
rh~(x) = 0; and f[~N(X),~N(X)] = il~N(X),0 ] +0(hN) 
= 0(hN). Thus, together with (4.10), we have 
I~N(X) + f[~N(X), ON(X)]l ~< 0(h N) a.e.  fo r  a ~ x ~/3 -  
(4.11) 
Inequality (4.11) and the previous lemma imply that 
^ 
{mN(X)}N= 1 is equiconfinuous and uniformly bounded. 
Moreover 
[rhN(X ) - rhN(a ) + f :  f [ iN(t) ,*N(t)dt l [~ K3(~ - a) h N 
(4.12) 
for all a~ x~ t, where K 3 is some positive constant. 
By Ascoli's lemma, there exist subsequences {g,N:(X))i°°__ 1 
3 
and {daNi (x))T= 1 respectively of fv N and da N such th at 
,3  
fVNj(X ) -+@(x) and rhNj(X ) -+da(x) uniformly for 
a ~ x ~ ~, as j -+ o~. Here tic(x) and da(x) are some con- 
tinuons functions. From (4.8) and (4.12) we respectively 
conclude that 
~(x) = lath(t)  dt, and (4.13) 
rh(x) -da(a) + f :  f[z (t), £,(t)] dt = 0 (4 414) 
for a~ x<~ 8. From (4.13) and (4.14), we have 
fv'(x) = rh(x), and (4.15) 
fv"(x) = da'(x) = -f[z(x), @(x)] (4.16) 
for a< x< 8. Moreover ~(a) = J--~lim fVNj (a) = WNj;0 = 0, 
and similarly £,(fl) = 0. Consequendy the function ¢v(x) 
satisfies the boundary value problem (4.1). Hypothesis 
(H3) implies that ~,(x) is a nontrivial nonnegative func- 
tion. Therefore uniqueness of such solution for (4.1) 
implies that ~(x) = w(x), and the full sequences 
¢VN(X ) --) w(x) and daN(X) -+ w'(x) Uniformly for a ~ x ~ 8, 
as N-+oo.  
Theorem 4.2. 
Suppose that (A1-A3) are satisfied, and for all large 
positive integer N, (A2*), (A3*) are satisfied. For such 
N, andi = 1,2 ..... ' letu (i) v (i) be functions as defined N,k' N,k 
in (3.3) to (3.5) in section 3, k -- 0 ..... N. Let u~(!~x), 
v (i)'x" be iecewise linear extensions of u (i) v~ )N ~ ) P N,k' N,k 
respectively : 
u(~) (x) u (~ -1 (i) u ( i ) ,  
= + h N (X-XN,k) (UN,k+ 1 - N,k / 
v ( i ) rx~-v (i) +h- l /x  x "v  (i) v (i) ~ 
N ~ / -  N,k N x - N,k:~ N ,k+l -  N,k j 
XN,k ~ x~ xy,k+ 1, k = 0 ..... N-1. Then u )(x)~ u(i) (x) 
and v(~ ) (x) ~ v (i) (x) uniformly for a ~ x ~ 8, as N ~ ~.  
The functions u (i) (x), v (i) (x) are positive for a < x < fl 
and satisfy :
Au (1) +u (1) (a - bu (1)) = 0, a< x < t,  
u (1) (a) = u (I) (8) = 0; 
Av (i) +v (i) (e q- fu ( i )  _ gv(i)) = 0, a < x < 8, i = 1,2 ..... 
Au (i) + u (i) (a - bu (i) - cv (i-1)) = 0, a < x < 8, i = 2,3 ..... 
u(i) (a) = u(i) (8) = v (i) (a) = v(i) (fl) = 0. 
Here, A denotes the second derivative. 
(Such functions u (i) (x), v (i) (x) are unique nontrivial 
nonnegative solutions of the corresponding equations 
and boundary conditions, see [71). 
Proof 
If we let f[z(x), w(x)] = w(x)[a - bw(x)], we can apply 
theorem 4.1, since fis not dependent on z and (PI-P3) 
are vacuously, l true. Letting WN, k = U(N1)k , we conclude 
u~)  (x)-+ u(1) (x) uniformly fo rag  x~f l  as N-+oa. that 
Further, by 1emma 4 1 u (1) will satisfy (Pl-P3) with 
" ' N,k 
ZN,k' ZN' z respectively replaced by u(1) , u(1) u(1) 
N ' 
Next, we let f (z ,w)= wCe +fz -w) ,  and ZN,k = u(Nl!k, 
WN, k = v(~! k. By construction, (H1) and (H2) are 
satisfied; and the proof of lemma 3.2 indicates that 
is satisfied also with WN, k = v(~! k. Theorem 4.1 (H3) 
implies that V(N I) (x)~ v (1)(x) uniformly therefore for 
a~ x~ 8 as N-~.  Moreover, lemma 4.1 implies that 
v(1,) k will satisfy (PI-P3) with ZN, k, £N,Z respectively re- 
placed by v(Nl!k, V(N1), v(1). Inductively, we can show in order 
that u (2) v (2) " (3) v(3) converge uniformly to N ' N 'UN ' N '"" 
u (2), v (2), u (3), v (3) .... respectively as N-+oo. 
In order to make this article self-contained, we now 
state precisely the properties of u (i) (x), v (i) (x) de- 
scribed in theorem 4.2. Their proofs can be found in [71. 
Theorem 4.3 
lim u (2n) (x) = u.  (x) ~ u* (x) = lim u(2n+l)(x), 
n-.),oo n..=~oo 
lira v (2n) (x) = v. (x) ~ v* (x) = lira v (2n+l) (x) for 
n-.>oo n-..hoo 
all a~ x~ ft. All solutions (u,v) of (1.1) with 
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u(x) > 0, v(x) > 0 for a < x < ~ will satisfy 
U, (g) ~ U(X) ~ U*(X), V,(X) ~ V(X) ~ V*(X), for all 
a~ x~.  Such solution(s) (u,v) do exist. I f  
u.(x) = u*(x) or v.(x) = v*(x), then u .= u = u* and 
v. - v = v*; that is, in this situation, such solution (u,v) 
is unique. 
5. SOME COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 
In this section we show some numerical results obtained 
by applying the monotone scheme described in the 
previous ections to the bo~nda~ value problem (1.1). 
In our examples, we let a = 0, 3 = 7r and discretize the 
problem by choosing N = 64, h = n/64. In all cases we 
plot some elements of the monotone decreasing rid 
(2n-1) (2n-1) 
sequences Ul~,k , VN, k , n = 1,2,... and the mono- 
(2n) (2n) 
tone increasing rid sequences UN, k , VN, k . The "limit- 
ing" values (for all sequences) are obtained when 
Iw~ 2) w (j) [~  10 -4 where 
0~N - N,k 
w{j) _ u(2.n-1) (2n-1) (2n) (2n) 
N,k - N,k , VN, k , UN, k or VN, k • The limiting 
values are plotted with full lines, and dashed lines are 
used for any other dements in the sequences. 
Problem 1 
Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4 show the corresponding sequences 
.(2n-1) . (2n-1) (2n) (2n) respectively, fo r ,N~ ' 'N~ ,UN, k andvN, k
(with n = 1, 2, 3 in each figure). They describe the 
solution of (1.1) with a = 5, b = 2, c - 1 and e = 3, 
f = 1, g = 2. Conditions (A1) to (A3) are all satisfied the 
condition c f< bg translates into 1 < 4. The 'qimiting" 
value is attained for n ~ 10 and we have a unique 
solution for practical purposes. The proof of  uniqueness 
in [7] may not include this case because cfis not small 
enough. 
Problem 2 
Figures 5,6,7 and 8 show the corresponding sequences 
(n = 1, 11, 19, 29, 40) for system (1.1) with a = 80, 
b = 2, c= 1 ande  = 1 .5 ,  f=  3.9, g= 2. (A1) to (A3) are 
all satisfied, but with the condition (A1), c f - -  3 .9< 4 
= bg, barely fulfilled. Note also that a is large relative to 
e. All these make computations here more difficult than 
Problem 1. This time we need n > 300 in order to reach 
the 'q_imiting" value. Computations suggest that we have 
uniqueness although we definitely do not have c f~ bg. 
Problem 3
This is the same as Problem 2 only with e changed to 
e = -0.5, violating (A2). Although our proofs do not 
include this case, computations suggest that the conclu- 
sions concerning existence and uniqueness of positive 
nontrivial solution are the same as the previous example. 
This value of e is interesting because in many prey- 
predator models, the predator is assumed to have negative 
instrinsic growth rate. The corresponding sequences 
(n = 1, 21, 37, 55, 79) are shown in figures 9, 10, 11 and 
12. 
Note 
In each problem, the vertical scale for the decreasing 
sequence for u is different from that for the increasing 
sequence (compare for example figures I and 3). Similar 
situation is true for v. 
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